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Money Supply and Time Deposits, 1914-69
N SEPTEMBER 1964 an article in this Review
discussed the relation between money supply, time
deposits, money plus time deposits, and periods of
national economic contraction and expansion. In par-
ticular, the historical data were reviewed in light of
the hypothesis that anincrease in growth of the money
supply or some other specific monetary magnitude,
relative to growth of the demand for it, would result
in a rise in total spending. Conversely, a reduction
in the growth of this key variable, without a cor-
responding decline in the gro\vth of demand for it,
would cause a decline in spending.
This note, with accompanying charts and tables,
re-evaluates the earlier conclusions in light of the
additional experience since September 1964. The top
tier of the chart on pages 8 and 9 shows weighted
month-to-month changes in the stock of money, de-
fined as private demand deposits plus currency held
by the public, expressed in compounded annual rates
of growth or contraction from August 1914 through
December 1969. The middle and bottom tiers show
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PERIODS OP cONTRACTION MONEY SUPPLY1
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ton 1913 Dec 914 23 (represented by bars or, diari) Annual Rate of Change
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AprJ 1954 May19 $ - .. 43
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similar data for tilne deposits and money plus time Dec 19 6 Jan 1958 -. . OS
Jan, 1958 June 1959 41
deposits, respectively. The shaded vertical columns June 1959 June 196* 2.3
on the chart, 1914-1961, denote periods of economic June 196* Juts 1942 24
contraction as determined by the National Bureau of fort. 1962 $ ~t 1982 Cl.
Economic Research, and the shaded vertical columns ?p~t~ — ~~~~1l9o7
.
1962-1969, denote periods of economic slowdown as ~ 1967 Jan. 1969. 73
selected by this bank. The initial and terminal dates t Dec. 1969 .
for all but the current slowdown are presented in ~ ~ ‘ a to 3 ste 91 Dc en, e C C:
Table I. The horizontal bars on the chart represent ~1,loa~T~dsn~ hue ti fS t a no Zen (P itceton
the trend rates of change for periods of no marked P ‘ace n Un vi z P 1962) T b 1 Coi.
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and sustained change in the rates of change of the a vent cx th edt Srs at
variable. Although selection of periods is judgmental,
it is believed that most analysts would arrive at sub- demand for them, have contributed to significant cor-
stantially similar results. The average annual rate of responding economic expansions and contractions.’
change for each selected period is presented in Table The growth rates of both money and money plus
II for money, in Table III for time deposits, and in time deposits have generally declined prior to peaks
Table IV for money plus time deposits. in business activity and have risen before troughs. As
shown in the two-page chart, the average rates of
Experience since 1964 has been similar to that in growth of money and money plus time deposits de-
the 1914-64 period. That is, marked and sustained dined prior to the 1967 hesitation in economic activ-
changes in the rates of growth in either money or





after a brief lag by changes in the same direction Jordan, “Monetary and Fiscal Actions~ A Test of Their
in the growth of total spending. With respect to the R,elative Importance irs Economic Stabilization”, this Review, November 1968, pp. 11-24; and Michael Keran, Monetary
hypothesis tested, this would seem to indicate that and Fiscal Influences on Economic Activity — The Historical
increases and decreases in the supply of these magni- ~vidence,” this Review, November 1969, pp.. 5-24,, and Monetary and Fiscal ... — The Foreign Lxperience, thms
tudes. rather than being in response to changes in the Review, Febrnary 1970, pp. 16-28.
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TIME DEPOSITS
COMPOUNDED ANNUAL RATES 01< CHANGE
(Seasonally AdtustncfI
Period at No Marked and So -
ta’ned Change in Rates of Change
(represented by barson hart) Annual Rates of Change
June 1914 — Dcc 1969 70%
June 1914 Aug 1915 78
Aug. 1915 — Jan. 1917 253
Jan 1917 Cc 1918 6.4
Oct 1918 — May1920. .. 243
May 1920 Jan 1922 . 1.3
Jon. 1922 June 1923 - 155
June 1923 Jon 1926 88
Jan. 1924 Dec 1926 . 3.1
Dec 1926 May 1923 . 99
Moy 1928 — Oct. 1930 0
Ct. 1930 May 933 . 217
May 1933 May 1935 - . 97
May1935 — apt 197 69
Sept 1937 —Nov. 198 ii
Nov. 1938 Oct 1941 30
Oct 1941 — Ap .1 1942 . lÀ
Aped 1942 Feb 1944 141
feb 1944 — $ p1, 1945 - 281
Sept 1945 Nov 1946 . 127
Nov 1946 Feb 1948 . 5,0
Feb 1948 May1951 0.9
May1951 Spt 953. .. .74
$ept 1953 -‘—Ag 1954 108
Aug. 1954 Nov 1956 . 3.6
Nay. 1956 — A g 19<58 . 134
Aug. 1958 June 1960 28
June 1960 — May 1968 140
May 1966 Nay 1966 .. 42
Nov 1966 Dec 1988 .. 13.7
Do 1968 Dc 1969 .. 53
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ity. This slowdown in economic activity, although
marked, was not severe enough to be classed as a
recession by the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search. The average rate of change for both money
and money plus time deposits rose prior to the rapid
increase in total spending, which began in the sum-
mer of 1967.
Movements in both money and money plus time
deposits since 1914 have been broadly consistent with
the hypothesis. However, when tvvo variables are both
consistent with a hypothesis, it is appropriate to ask
which shows the mnost consistency in accord with that
hypothesis. In this instance, the money stock, exclu-
sive of time deposits, appears to be the better key
variable. For example, beginning in November 1956,
eight months before a business cycle peak, time de-
posits rose rapidly. In fact, in many instances since
1914, time deposits did not decline before a peak
‘~Char1otte Rnebling, “The Administration of Regulation 9,”
this Review, February 1970, pages 29-40.
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MONEY SUPPLY PLUS TIME DEPOSITS’
COMPOUNDED ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE
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